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" acuDroid: but this is not the original computer you are trying to access (as the APKs are installed there), nor is it a working linux install. So I can take the sd card from the working Linux Ubuntu system and plug it into this non-working Linux system? Hi all. I'm getting this weird issue where my screen resolutio goes from 1920x1080 to 2560x1440 with a vertical green/purple line in between. When I
log out and in again, I lose the line and things are fine. Any suggestions as to what might cause this? I'm on 18.04 and using AMD graphics. acuDroid: You will need to remove any previously installed firmware packages pragmaticenigma: Yes I'm aware of that. The problem is that I don't know where all the firmware packages are installed. acuDroid: How did you obtain your firmware? Is it installed
via the included setup utility in the motherboard? So the firmware installation was a simple plug and play setup. acuDroid: that's the problem, it didn't work Yes I'm aware of that. So I would have to figure out how to make the existing installation work with the new firmware. I'm not sure how to do that. It's not a simple configuration change. pragmaticenigma: I'm afraid that you have confused me. I
thought that installing the firmware would be a simple plug and play. But from the fact that this didn't work it seems like the firmware installation is a complicated procedure. acuDroid: The firmware is simply software that acts as a level translator between the Linux kernel and the hardware the firmware files need to match the firmware being used. They are not an upgrade Your best bet is to attempt
the installation via the Setup Wizard tool provided with your motherboard pragmaticenigma: Yes I can agree that is what the firmware installation should be like. But I f3e1b3768c
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